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The Persons Represented Are 
 
ARTAUD    a Cruel Tragedian 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE  not at all like Artaud 
THE DOCTOR   Dr. Gaston Ferdière 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT Dr. Jacques Latremoliere 
 
OTHERS who play, among others 
 
Gustav, A Loud Patient, A Secretary, A Chorus of Nurses, A Chorus of Social Protest, A 
Chorus of Critics (From The Past), A Chorus of Artaud’s Thoughts, A Radio Voice, A 
Patient Playing Masha in The Seagull, A Patient Playing Medvedenko in The Seagull, A 
Patient Playing Konstantin in The Seagull, A Patient Playing Nina in The Seagull, A 
Patient Playing Van Gogh’s Severed Ear, A Patient Playing Napoleon, Patients Playing 
Alice, The Jubjub Bird, The March Hare, and The Cheshire Cat, Luis Buñuel’s Boom 
Operator, Assorted Orderlies, and whatever else 
 
 
The Place Represented Is 
 
The Sanitorium of Rodez, France, from 1942 to 1946. 
 
 
Some Notes On The Play Are 
 
A SIGN (or PLACARD or BROADSIDE or SOMETHING) is held up before each scene  
and (mostly) Gustav holds the signs 
 
The tic of Artaud’s Double indicated by [brackets] is a kind of free association, and 
should be treated as if all the things one thinks in the moments after saying something 
stupid are being very softly but forcefully vocalized. Others should interrupt. 
 
When Dual Text occurs the stuff on the left takes precedent and the stuff on the right 
should feel like it’s being said very far away, audible only to people with large ears 
 
(Parentheticals) are realizations within moments, asides to the self, the audience 
 











The tale is as old as the Eden Tree 
 and new as the new-cut tooth 
For each man knows ere his lip-thatch grows  
he is master of Art and Truth 
And each man hears as the twilight nears 
to the beat of his dying heart 
The Devil drum on the darkened pane  
“You did it, but was it Art?” 
 
 
THE CONUNDRUM OF THE WORKSHOPS 





1.  The Exile 
 
The Doctor. His Audience. Silence. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Is everyone ready? 
Wonderful. Let’s begin. 
 
It is terrible to be exiled from one’s own body  
In my profession we do not have a name for it really 
Even though it is a commonplace thing 
It is rather like the Common Cold, or Religion  
We understand a great deal about it 
We recognize it instantly and we avoid those who have too much of it  
But we can’t quite cure it 
Someday we will cure the Common Cold 
But all the same it is terrible to exiled from one’s own body  
Especially when one’s body is in such high demand 
 
(Gustav, the sign!) 
 
 Gustav holds up a sign: APLAUSE [sic] 
 Medical Students applaud. Lightly. Politely. 
 The Doctor bows (a bit). 
 
[To His Assistant] How was that? 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Good opening, sir. Not too much, not too little. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
The eyes of Europe are upon us 
And I’d hate for them to miss something important. 
 
 Antonin Artaud has arrived. 
 He has his suitcases, and so on. 
 No one notices him. 
 
ARTAUD 
Am I late? 
The train. From Ville Evrard, there was a delay 
Something, I don’t know, something died on the tracks 
A large animal, maybe, held us up in some village 
Sorry, is everyone 
Excuse me, hello 
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I’m Antonin Artaud, I um. 
What are you all waiting for? 
I’m here. 
Look at me. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
God, what do you think he’ll say? 
Someone get ready to write it down. 
 










Despite the circumstances I must say it is an honor to say the least 
To Welcome You To Rodez 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
dont you fucking touch me get your shit-
smeared fingers off me you fucking pigs you 
swine swindle swimmer swinger swallow 
swan sworn get off get off I swear to shit I’ll 
tear tor tar tear your fucking eyes from your 
skulls GET OFF GET OFF DON’T YOU 
KNOW WHO I AM 
 
 
THE DOCTOR  
My name is Doctor Gaston (um) 
(good heavens did I forget my own name?) 
Doctor Gaston Ferdière yes 
You see how your presence  
affects the whole staff we’re 
We’re quite in (um) in awe of you,  
 
Can we get a little uh
 The Nurses muzzle The Double for a moment 
 
I see you are in high spirits this afternoon 
Perhaps I might interest you in a wee victual after your journey? 
(Remove that.) 







In Rodez you will have all creature comforts you lacked at Ville-Evrard.  
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 A plate of food is placed before Artaud’s Double. 
 Artaud’s Double eats, in the most unappealing way possible. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I don’t remember the other place too well 
I don’t think I liked it too much 
I don’t think I’m gonna like THIS place too much 




Well allow us the occasion to change your mind Monsieur Artaud 
Changing minds, after all, is what we do! 
(medical humor) 
As I said sir it is a great, perhaps even a devastating honor 
To even presume to whet my humble craft on a mind of your aesthetic (uh) girth 
I was a poet myself, you see, once upon a rhyme (hoo, hoo) 
But this was in Paris in simpler days, before the war 
Since then I have turned to the medical weighing of the soul rather than the (uh) metrical 
 
Do you like the food? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE mouth full 
Pig Shit 
 
THE DOCTOR as if something totally different was just said 
Well, naturally! 
My wife made it. She’s better at crepes. 
I’ll (uh) we’ll leave you to this. 
You are safe here, Antoine, I do hope you know that. 
Can I um (oh my) can I call you Antoine? 
Perhaps it’s too early in our relationship for such 
Colloquialism 
Well. We’ll get there. 
 
 The Doctor (and train) exeunt. 
 A Strange Moment. Aren’t they all? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
How’d I do? 
 
ARTAUD 
For Christ’s sake will you chew with your mouth closed. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Bought us some tête-à-tête time huh? 
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Handshake For Your Double come on 
I’m just starting to get used to these fingers (spindly) 
 
ARTAUD 
Who are you? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I’m your Double. I think. 
I’ve got this gnawing sense that I’m your Double. 
 
ARTAUD 
I don’t need a Double. 
I’m a Single. I am: Singular, First Person 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I woke up and just WHAM BAM 
I had your legs and your arms and your lungs and your gums 
I was licking your lips and scratching your itches and then 
They weren’t even yours I wasn’t even thinking HIS 
I don’t think I’ve ever used the word mine before 
I don’t know how it happened but 
It’s my body now. 
 
ARTAUD 
God as if my torment the throbbing vicissitudes of my fractured mind 
sould be so 
so contrived. 
Like all this just happened because someone thought it would be interesting. 
 
So  
When did I. 
When did we.  
Apart. The Schism. The Rift. 
Why can’t I remember having gotten an annulment with my own psyche? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Okay no I’m in the dusk about it too 
We were asleep on the train right? We were 
 
ARTAUD 
Yes, on the train.  
The Fields. The Wheat.  
Things going past (um) going by 
Birds. Then birds. More birds. Just birds. 
 




Fuck if I know.  
How do things like this usually happen? 
[The food] Please have some of the thing before I finish it off. 
Does shit always get stuck in this one place it keeps getting stuck in this one place 
 
ARTAUD 
They think I’m sick. 
I’m not sick 
(fine, all right, I concede the device) 
We are not sick. 
We are merely (uh) experimenting with unconventional forms of sanity. 
We’re not sick you have to tell them that. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I’m not certified but I’d say we’re sick. 
I mean. There’s two of us. Signs, maybe. 
 
ARTAUD 
I’ll fight this. 
I don’t think you know who I am, or what things, in fact, of which I daresay I am capable. 
(what things I am capable of, I daresay—) 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I know who you are. 
 
 The Double has a small realization 
 Which seems to ripple through it like an earthquake in a snowglobe 
 
And. I know this scares you. Doesn’t it? 
Wow. It’s like. 
There it is, right there, sorta chilly, damp, slick, sharp 
Fear. In you. 
 
ARTAUD 
It’s not fear 
I’m a Tenured Theatre Practitioner 
I know how to deal with people who do drugs and think they’re god 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 














Being afraid. Uch. It’s 
 
Help me unpack  
 
ARTAUD 
They think I’m insane. That’s the problem. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You are insane. Objectively. 
I don’t see a toothbrush. 
 
ARTAUD 
Yes, but in a way that rouses the world to tear at its mundane flesh and bleed thunder. 
Not in a straightjacket, padded cell, enjoy your tapioca and Xanax way. 




LET ME OUT LET ME OUT OF HERE  
I’M NOT INSANE 
LET ME OUT 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Does doing that make you feel better? 
Just being loud and saying the same thing a few times? 
 
ARTAUD 
A bit yes. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I left that bit for you. Of the food. 
 
ARTAUD 
I’m not hungry. 
I have forgotten what hunger is. 




It’s not bad.  
I mean, it’s not good, but I can imagine worse. 
 
 2.  A Presentation on: The Life of Antonin Artaud (Thus Far) 
 
 The Doctor. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
For the benefit of those reading this in a theoretical future,  
when indeed French is not the dominant language in Europe  
(ha, ha) 
The following presentation will be accompanied by an English translation 
Also: we’ve got some of those little olive things with the toothpicks in them 
So I hope everyone likes olives. And toothpicks. 
 
(Gustav, the slideshow!) 
 
 A Slideshow. General Throat Clearing commences. 
 
ANTONIN ARTAUD 
Born 4 September 1896, a Wednesday, muggy, chance of rain 56% 
One of nine children, not in the whole world just (um) from a single uterus 
First committed to a sanatorium (1911) 
First Manifesto for a Theatre of Cruelty published in La Nouvelle Revue Française (1931) 
Traveled to Americas (1936) as part of funded Artistic Residency 
with the Tarahumaran People of Northeastern Mexico 
Intermittent bouts of drug-induced stupor (1936 through 1937) 
Publication of The Theatre and Its et cetera (1938), a seminal text 
 
Prescribed Medications Include:  
Heroin Laudanum Spanking (this was at a Belgian place) Hypnotherapy 




Doctor Desnos of the Hospital at Ville Evrard, reports: 
Fuck this shit. He can’t be cured. 
 
 The Slideshow is finished. 
 The Doctor smiles. Winningly.  
 As in: he plans to win 
 
But here at Rodez 
We (well), we like a challenge 
We have (…) patience 




Thank you everyone. 
 
3.  No More Masters 
 
 Artaud and Artaud’s Double (were they there the whole time? yes) 
 
ARTAUD 
A slideshow. Really? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Didn’t you sleep? We have a great bed. 
 
ARTAUD 
Apparently I can’t, so, plop insomnia on the symptom itinerary. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I slept fine. It’s not one of our symptoms. 
 
ARTAUD 
What, did they give you our case file to sniff at? 
All right, if we’re doing this Medical Mystery Tour Thing for real 
We’ve got to get some things in line about how our history is to progress 
I want none of this non linear pseudo experimental hog scrotum 
No flashbacks (I mean what would that accomplish?) 
No love interest I don’t need a Love Interest 
Maybe some people are worried about glutting some suffragette quota but not me 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Do you trust anyone to exist that’s not you? 
 
ARTAUD 
My existence is the only I thing I have any power over so 
No. 
 
 He looks around. 
 The Ensemble is Setting Up for A Play. 
 
Oh, what are they doing? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
They’re doing a play I think [thunk thank tank tranquilize lies liars livers] 
 
ARTAUD 






 A Sign: THEY’RE DOING A PLAY  
 
ARTAUD 
And also that. Let’s nix that. How can we get that to not happen? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I like them. 
 
 Enter The Doctor (with tepid, medical fanfare) 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Good morning, Monsieur Artaud! 
I hope you’re ready for a day of fun and psychological evaluation! 
But first, a Special Surprise (!) 
Since we received word you’d be gracing our halls   
I’ve been guiding the patients here in the (well) 
In The Fine Arts:  
My orderlies read to them from your books and letters before Night Night Time (which is 8) 
And to (uh) collate their education we’ve actually concocted a little 
Performance, pour vous! 
It’s Chekhov!  
[as if to a baby] Does Monsieur Artaud want a little Chekhov today to go with his breakfast? 
 
ARTAUD 
Tell him to leave us alone, we have things to do 
Tell him something that gets him out of here. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE  
A pig is a pig in a trough or a ruff 
 
THE DOCTOR 
I’ll take that as an ambiguous Yes. 
Places, mon amis! 
 
 THE RODEZ SANATORIUM PLAYERS PRESENT: THE SEAGULL 
 The patients perform some of The Seagull 
 Lots of Liquid U’s, even on words that shouldn’t have them. 
 
FIRST PATIENT [as Medvedenko] 
Forsooth, dear Masha, why dost thou so oft 
Garb thee in sable suits of solemn woe? 
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SECOND PATIENT [as Masha]  
O spite upon the question. This attire 
Doth, like a glass, reflect mine mournful life. 
No happiness have I; sans mirth, sans joy! 
 
FIRST PATIENT [as Medvedenko] 
But wherefore shouldest thou be thus un-merry? 
Hast not thy health? Hast not thy father’s gold?  
 
SECOND PATIENT [as Masha] 
O, cease! Joy is not born from wealth alone. 
Those rack’d with penury may yet be gay! 
 
 As the scene continues, the performances continues as if muted 
 Though it becomes less and less like The Seagull  
 Maybe at one point they are just hitting each other with live fish 
 
ARTAUD 
All right, so that’s it, torture is his game 
Stretched on the rack of Amateur Theatre 
 
THE DOCTOR 
I admit I abetted the interpretation (just a crumb, of course) 
Not that The Chekhov’s pen was ever wanting! 
But I felt the patients might scuffle with how Very Modern the piece is. 
 
ARTAUD 
Tell him it’s not modern. 
Tell him it’s decomposing for god’s sake 
Say it’s decomposing that’s at least in the same archipelago as cleverness 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
[To The Doctor] You do composing? 
[To Artaud] (stop talking so fast!) 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Yes! Oh, well, I mean, I dabble 
This is just a little variation on a theme. 
(Gustav, the sign!) 
 
 Sign: DOKTOR F ROTE DIS 
 
Gustav is another star patient here at Rodez 
In calligraphy the nonpareil, in spelling, well 
It’s more vital to grasp the meaning of a thing than to portray it with complete accuracy, right? 
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Wait are you ready? In Act Two there’s a seagull! 
(I hope that doesn’t spoil anything for you) 
 
ARTAUD 
Say something to get them to stop this and leave 
Say something grotesque, anything! 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Do they take their clothes off that would be something 
Get the ugly one to take her clothes off 
Yeah you, the ugly one! 
No no I know you’re both ugly but just you  
(you later) 
[To Artaud, sotto voce] Good, bad? 
 
THE DOCTOR 
I’m glad the performance is (at least) affecting you, Monsieur Artaud. 
 
ARTAUD 
Yes, good!  
Now tell him why. 
Analyze, scrutinize, dissect with wit and passion 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
It’s fucking stupid. 
 
ARTAUD 
( my crucifixion is endless.) 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
It’s not Real. 
Don’t they give a fuck that they have. 
That they have BODIES I mean look they’re barely using them 
 
THE DOCTOR 
I’m not sure I would call Chekhov realism, semantically. 
It’s Chekhovian, which is.  
It’s own thing. 
We do exercise like this to peel back neurosis as one might the flesh of an orange 
I have some similar methods planned for you actually. 
Art Therapy, for instance! 
I’ve stocked your chambers with charcoals and watercolors, they’re in a bin. 
So if you ever feel the Muse throbbing in your um. 
(throbbing was not a good word choice there) 




I’m not the Artsy One I’m the Crazy One 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Au contraire, Monsieur Artaud. 
You are not just An Artist 
You are The Artist! 
With your art you have changed what is true for all the other art 
You’ve had an effect. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Yeah well you’re gonna have to go digging deep for the Artist part 
He hasn’t been around lately. 
Just Lil Old Me, doo dee doo 
 
THE DOCTOR 
To be sure a mortal man is much more than His Body His Bones His Books 
The Self must be released 
We are mining the wellspring of the Real You Monsieur Artaud 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
There is no Real Me This Is Me 
I’m just different than I was okay? 
People change. Into other just as interesting people. 
 
ARTAUD 
There! The fractures are flaring already aren’t they? 
Tell him about the Real Me then 
Tell him that the animal he’s talking to is just a little warped slip of nature 
That only got behind the wheel by some cosmic accident 






Stop what Monsieur Artaud um 
Stop the performance everyone! 
 
 The Performance Stops abruptly. 
 Everyone looks to The Double for Its Review. 
 







It sucks [socks sex sacks six fix mix licks lick luck lack lark lake look lock cock tock tic dick 
quick crick crack crux flux fucks fuck fucked] 
 
THE DOCTOR overlapping 
Yes thank you can we (?) 
 
 Artaud’s Double is gagged and dragged off 
 
Right 
Well, I suppose we’re cancelling the post-show talkback. 
[To the Patients] Don’t worry. It was good.  
 
FIRST PATIENT 




Whatever you rehearsed is fine. 
 
 The Patients Bow (to no applause) 
 
 
4.  Situation of the Flesh 
 
ARTAUD 
I’m done. Sorry. I’m done. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
It’s been one day. 
 
ARTAUD 
Yes and I am making an unequivocally rational, sane person decision 
That I loathe watching you mangle my identity with every pronoun 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You know maybe I’m starting to not like you too much either 
 
ARTAUD 
Don’t you want to get out of here? 
Don’t you want to get back to our work? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 








I’m starting to remember things about you. 
About us. 
It swims in bit by bit and it’s fighting the current but yeah 
you’re not all you’re cracked up to be are you? 
 
ARTAUD 
We’re not (all we’re cracked up to be): strive for semantic precision 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You were always too afraid to put yourself on trial for anything 
You got real lucky having all these syndromes to blame your bad reviews on 
 
ARTAUD 
You think because you hear my thoughts you can whittle away my mental defenses? 
If there’s one thing I can take it’s a battle of wits with my stupider half 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Fuck off. Stupider isn’t a word. 
 
ARTAUD 
It is if I want it to be and if you know what it means. 
And I can’t fuck off or on or any direction in which I might hope to fuck 
We’re trapped in here together. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Yeah and you know I thought it was gonna be fun actually 
I thought it was gonna be like a Buddy Comedy 
But you are just not a sweet straight-laced nebbish twenty something 
who just needs to cut loose and get a free-spirited girlfriend 
You’re a windblown washed-up pompous coward with a God Complex 
And skinny little arms and what is up with all this shoulder tension 
 
ARTAUD 
A coward.  
Who, let’s be quite clear 
Constantly risks his reputation his dignity I’ll go so far as to say his sanity 
To shatter people’s illusions about solace and self and LIFE with his work 
And maybe I’ve failed up to this point but failure is a KIND of art 
My work and my life OUR life has been consumed by hunger  




Is everyone like you? 
So filled with Themselves it’s pouring out their ears like mud? 
Jeez being out here with all of you. 
Fucking crazy. 
 
 A moment. 
 Artaud appears to have a small realization. 
 
ARTAUD 
Jesus you’re just a child aren’t you? 
You have no concept what cruelties this cosmos carries  
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Well I know you’re in it  
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
And it’s true you’re cleverer than you make out. 
But you can’t turn on the juice when you’re out there with the plebs 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE a bit cagey 





Because (for better or worse) 
You are sadly incapable of being any more than the miniscule blotch on the margins of my being  






Oh god forfend did I strike a nerve? 
Funny. I didn’t feel a thing! 
 
 A moment. Artaud smiles, as if he has won a bout at tennis. 
 Artaud’s Double twists its own arm. 
 
STOP STOP IT 
That’s my writing hand I write with that hand 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You think I voted to be here? 
Scrambling to twist all the right knobs and yank all the right levers it’s already shit 
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But there’s gotta be a reason I plopped out 
Fruit falls from a tree because the tree can’t handle the load 
But that doesn’t mean the fruit that fell is rotten 
So maybe you can’t handle the load 
Because I’m the only fucking ripe thing you’ve got on your flaccid branches 
Yeah actually 
Maybe I’m the Real You. 
And you’re the Disorder. 
 
ARTAUD 
That would be a fun twist but 
 
There is a knowledge I have been famished for in my work 
That I have never truly eaten of 
But to be Real in the world requires a certain measure of Falseness 
 
But the truth I’ve been looking for that the world copies and courts and cries for 




I’m crass I’m hip I’ve got no subtext I’ve got no filter 
You need the ever-loving shit outta me admit it 
AD  MIT  IT 
Without me (whatever I am) 








 A moment of considerable tension. 
 Artaud attacks His Double. 
 Artaud’s Double punches itself in the face 
 Artaud falls to the ground, perhaps bleeding at the mouth, in agony 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Stay on that side. 
From now on that side is your side 
You can have the closet and the window I just want the bathroom 






Wait for the love of WAIT wait 
 
Fine all right no I can make this work we can make this work 
I concede that you are a creature of formidable 
Something. 
So work with me 
This doesn’t have to be war between us 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You wanna be buds now?  




We’re stuck in here together in this 
(ugh I detest this term) liminal space or whatever 
But really it’s just an involuntary Artist’s Retreat isn’t it?  
I mean it’s just a chrysalis (chrysalis? chrysalis!)  
of what I’ve been doing or trying to do 
In Mexico in Ireland with my work 
Here’s how we maneuver this. 
You can have the body 
Babble and bubble and bray all you like in it 
And I use it 
I work. 






Shush I’m on a roll here. 
So yes where was I OH YES new forms and um 
You use your your fearless uncanny let’s call it joie de vivre (okay, work on that) 
To give new life to my new work 







with purpose shuddering through it like a million violet volts 
a crimsontoothed ribbonedged blade of a life 
that drags its tip along the numb pavement of history and and and 
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Do I get anything out of this? 
 
ARTAUD 
What do you want? 
 









After this uh. This Episode we’re having. 
And they find all your marbles and stuff them back in. 
Let me stay. 
 
 A moment, and then 
 Artaud offers his hand. 
 













5.  Napoleon in Russia 
 
 The Doctor dictating to a Secretary. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Thank you. [Read that back to me] 
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A SECRETARY monotone 
In my post as A Healer of the Unsoothed Mind  
my chief goal is to give the patient what he needs 
I have asked him to direct the next outing of Rodez Sanatorium Players 
For text I have given him my own translation of Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass 
Feeling its subject matter would appeal to him 
He has named his play Poo the Fucking Ass and incorporated some Satanic rituals. 
 
It’s um. 
It’s about Napoleon I think. 
 
(Do you want me to leave the “um” in there doctor?) 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Um. Yes.  
One actor rides another actor like a horse,  
and perhaps has a Napoleon Sort of Hat  
Napoleon’s troops are cold and hungry so they begin to eat each other 
 
NAPOLEON IS NOT HAVING A GOOD TIME IN RUSSIA (THE RITE OF THE BLACK SUN) 
 
PATIENT PLAYING NAPOLEON 
Russia is cruel like frostbitten nipple of winter 
Someday I will face the desolation of my own flesh failure 
But today. I am still Napoleon 
 
Fart Noise. Gong. Applause. 
 
 
6.  Session Eighteen (or Saint Anthony in the Desert) 
 
 The Doctor’s Assistant 
 Artaud’s Double. Seated (maybe a bowl of mints) 
 
DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Session 18. Begin. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
So you’re a Doctor’s Assistant? Life goal of yours, huh? 
You just wake up one day and realize  
you wanted to have a slightly smaller office than someone else 
For the rest of your life? 
Hey man I know what being Number 2 is like 
Can I get an amen? 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT with no inflection 
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I will see if we can find an amen for you in storage. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Or are you planning to poison the doctor and take his job. 
Hemlock in the oatmeal that’d do the trick [track trickle trunk tranquilizer liar live live liver] 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Monsieur Artaud if you continue like this 





Don’t you ever smile, shit-stain? 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT taking notes 
“Patient is hostile.” 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I’m not hostile. 
Just trying to get a rise out of you, that’s all. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT as he writes 
Monsieur Artaud at medical school I was an exceptional student 
I participated in an elective colloquium on the Scientific Art of Detachment 
I received top marks and was awarded a 
University Prize for Excellence in the Field of Ennui. 
Nothing gets a rise out of me. Or a fall. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Doesn’t mean I can’t try. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Certainly. 
First Question for This Morning:  
Do you want to be cured today Monsieur Artaud? 
  
Please answer the question to the best of your knowledge Monsieur Artaud. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Don’t call me that. 
Please. 
 
7.  Movie Night (Le Passion de Jeanne d’Arc) 
 
 The Patients of Rodez on Movie Night. 
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 The Movie is Carl Th. Dreyer’s Le Passion de Jeanne d’Arc (1928) 
 Artaud is writing everything down. 
 The film is silent. Sounds of a Silent Film. Statis. Subtitles.  
 
ARTAUD 
All right I’ve got that keep going.    A Chorus of Subtitles 
        Nous sommes venus pour te preparer 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE library voice   a la mort 
Then he paused for a (I don’t know) a second 
And then  
Please answer the question      Est-ce maintenent . . . deja? 
to the best of your knowledge Monsieur Artaud. 
 
ARTAUD       Quelle mort? 
This is what passes for medical pedagogy 
But good—fodder for the work     
Don’t flag or falter      Sur le bucher. 
If they weep make them howl  
if they giggle make them scream 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Sure. Yeah. Working on it.     Je vais chercher la Viatique  
   
 
 Artaud hands Artaud’s Double a script, full of tabs and bookmarks 
 
ARTAUD 
A new piece. Based on some earlier sketches scratches. Dis-moi, comment peux-tu toujours 
It’s sort of a discourse between the    croire que tu es envoyee par Dieu ? 
Corpse of the Roman Emperor Heliogabalus 
And Vincent Van Gogh’s Severed Ear   Ses voies ne sont pas nos voies 
But really it’s about the Failure of Catholicism 
It’s a challenge but I have faith in you. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
‘You have faith in me?’ For real?    Oui, je suis son enfant ! 
 
ARTAUD 
I’ve been thinking about casting, there’s a girl in the Narcoleptic Ward 
Who I think could play The Giant Vulva in Scene 2, she’s got gravitas. 
 
A LOUD PATIENT 
Artaud isn’t that you! In the movie! Hey, Artaud, it’s you! 
 
ARTAUD 
I hate watching myself on screen. 
I don’t look anything like me. 
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ARTAUD’S DOUBLE to A Patient 
Yeah, it’s me! 
 
8.  Muenster 
 
 The Doctor reading notes. His Assistant nearby. 
 The News bubbles up from The Radio  
  
THE DOCTOR     THE NEWS (on) THE RADIO 
I’m curious about this.    roughly 12,000 armed police 
He refuses to answer to his own name?   
       placed the Old Port of Marseille on lockdown 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT   for roughly 36 hours 
It just miffs him.     during which time the identifying documents 
       of all known inhabitants 
THE DOCTOR a little dour perhaps  were checked by gendarmes 
“Miffs him” is that your professional opinion? resulting in the forced expulsion 
       of roughly 2,000 individuals 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSSISTANT ditto   
Yes. 
 
 The Doctor switches off the radio. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
The real world isn’t much comfort  
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
I try not to think of it, Doctor, overmuch. 
You know we’re running out of Muenster. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
I did know, thank you, I put in an order. 
 
9.  Lend Me Your 
 
 Artaud’s Double, Artaud standing nearby. 
 The Cast of The Sun God & The Ear God (it’s a play) 
 They hold scripts, coffee. 
 
A PATIENT PLAYING VAN GOGH’S EAR 
Ummm. Sorry I’m sorry but 
So I am the. I am the. I am the. 
Ear? I play a Severed Ear? 
 
ARTAUD 
You play The Severed Ear, not just any one. 
You are the piece which must be gouged 
from the whole 
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Half the siphon through which God’s 
judgment is heard 
Clawed off by the martyred creator 
Failed by his creation and created by his 
failure 
His is the orgasmic ascension to godhead, 
and yours is the burden 
Of interpretation. 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You play The Severed Ear. 
You are the peach which must be gouged 
from the hole 
(uh, the piece, not the peach) 
Half the cypher (what?) through which . . . 
And then God’s judgment . . . 
Ugh it’s symbolic okay you 
You don’t really have a character you just 
Say these lines, in kind of a flat voice and 
  
(the burden of interpretation) 
 
A PATIENT PLAYING VAN GOGH’S EAR 
So: what is my objective? 
 
ARTAUD 
To die and to attain purpose, apotheosis, perfection (!) 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Just: Do Ear Tthings. 
 
ANOTHER ACTOR 
Does she get an Ear Costume? 
 




10.  Session Thirty-Six (or Saint Anthony the Swineherd) 
 
 Artaud’s Double and The Doctor’s Assistant. 
 
DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Session 36. Begin. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE with very little air 
Why was the famous violinist arrested 
(for Fingering A Minor) 
What’s long and hard and has cum in it. 
(a cucumber you pervert.) 
Laugh. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
I can wait, Monsieur Artaud. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Just a titter is all I ask. Titter [tatter tutor Tudor tootle tomb toucan] 
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THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
A titter. Would that be, something to the effect of. 
 
 THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT ATTEMPTS A TITTER 
 This is the most Awkward, Uncomfortable Thing Ever. 
 
I suppose that was. More of a chortle.  
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
And you people say I’m incurable. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Speaking of: 
Do you want to be cured today, Monsieur Artaud? 
 
 No response. 
 
I liked your piece yesterday in the community lounge 
My father had a great if somewhat ill-informed affection for Van Gogh 
We had a print of Wheatfield With Crows over the Steinway in the sitting room 
I didn’t fully grasp the theme of the piece. 
Not the wheatfield one I mean yours. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I’d explain it to you if I knew what it meant. 
It has meaning it just doesn’t know what it’s meaning is yet 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
That’s a remarkably lucid statement. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Uh, fuck garble squeak monkey. 
 




11. Theatre Is Dead (And So Am I) 
 
 Artaud Alone. 
 He is writing (feverishly) 
 It is late at night. 
 
A CHORUS OF ARTAUD’S THOUGHTS 
A Suicide Note 
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It is my conclusion that The Theatre Is Dead 
And So Am I. 
(no) 
 
 He thinks, and then 
 We hear a brief, not-too-loud cacophony of his ideas for Suicide Notes 
 He conducts them, like a short symphony, cutting them off when he finds one he likes 
 But then he is dissatisfied and keeps writing 
 
 Artaud’s Double is up. Maybe with a stuffed animal. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 






 A moment. Artaud’s Double makes a face (a Don’t Kill Yourself Face) 
 
No, no, I wasn’t. I mean I’m not.  
Oof woosh no, hah 
Just practicing. 
If it ever really gets down to the margins and marrow 
I want to leave them with something really crackerjack right? 
There’s some very high expectations floating out there 
I know I know how vain 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I like those Japanese ones. 
You uh. We had that one memorized. 
 
ARTAUD 
Had I not known 
That I was dead already 
 
ARTAUD / ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I would have mourned the loss of my life / I would have mourned the, yeah, that one 
 
ARTAUD 
Ota Dokan. You can almost taste the plum wine, the cherry blossoms. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 




No point. I’d just dream of being somewhere else. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
If you’re staying up let’s play a game or something 




I’m working on the Caroll adaptation. 







Literally your every other word is an anal excursion don’t criticize my affectations 
 
Sorry.  
We’ll do Go Fish later.  
Few more scenes to revisit and I have to chisel in the footnotes. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
What’s keeping you up? Talk to me. 
If we never get out of here ( . . . ) 
 
ARTAUD 
What you’re just going to trail off like that? 
If we never get out of here dot dot dot what? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I hope you talk to me. Is all. Tell me things. 
 
 A sad moment. 
 
ARTAUD 
I’m no good at talking to people. 
Unsurprisingly I’m not good at talking to myself either. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I don’t think the patients get your plays. 
I guess maybe that’s not the point maybe getting them is not uh 
 
That one opium addict, Prudhomme, who elongates his vowels 




Prudhomme which one is he? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
He was in that Seagull that you hated. 
 
ARTAUD 




I’ll deal.  
 
 Artaud’s Double deals cards. 
 
ARTAUD 
It’s the tragedy of bad community theatre. 
We had one in Marseille growing up (what were they, um) 
The Parish Players of Saint-Laurent. Awful shit. 
I don’t know if you remember. 
The actors were a topiary of dreams deferred:  
mechanics suburban mothers stenographers plumbers 
I recall a fleeting stab at Ibsen must’ve been Peer Gynt 
They passed out croissants at intermission with cream filling 
Just so people would stay.  
Just so their husbands and mothers and work friends and lovers 
would stay for Act II 
[as if to them] Don’t you know this will never be anything? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
To think that anyone wouldn’t be aspiring to godhood like us. 
Crazy! 




I don’t remember which happy things I remember 
But I know they’re in there. 
There are just other, more important things. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 






12.  Canon Fire 
 




In an effort to further inject myself into the mind of the patient 
I am revisiting the early stages of the patient’s literary oeuvre  
First Entry: Spurt of Blood, circa 1925. 
 
“Scorpions crawl out of her vagina” 
 That’s one of the stage directions. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
It’s a classic, sir. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
What did they say about this the first time? 
 
 Enter Briefly a Chorus of Critics (from the Past) 
 
A CHORUS OF CRITICS (FROM THE PAST) 
The Critics Agree (!) 
An attack on the senses (!) 
A visceral mellifluous fountain of delicately sifted excrement (!) 
A watershed in the advancement of gender politics (!) 
A call to arms against the evils of atheism prostitution incest and the rights of animals (!) 
The Critics Agree (!) 
I am pleasantly nauseated (!) 
What’s Hecuba to him (?) 
A perfect date movie (!) 
Lyrical (!) 
The wonder of the year (!) 
Top Ten of the Millenium (!) 
Wildean (!) 
Kafkaesque (!) 
THE CRITICS AGREE (!) 





13.  Art, Oh 
 
 The Patients have just finished a run of something experimental 




All right yes that’s um. 
Very good everyone I just have a few notes. 
Lamartine, just go wild with the shaving cream, it’s inspired 
Musette, we’re going to work on that sex scene, don’t worry 
It’s on my Work List. 
Gustav, um. 
Sorry I just wrote your name here I um 
I forgot what the note was. 
Take ten minutes and we’re going back to the third French scene 
(I mean they’re all French scenes this is France ha ha I’m so fucking funny) 
I said ten minutes don’t just fucking stand around staring 
[stirring steering storing snoring snaring snarling] 
 






am am am am I am I am i 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
what Gustav are you what? 
 
GUSTAV 
doing it right 
is it real 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
It’s not, but you are. 
Hey um. 
 
 Artaud’s Double gives Gustav a hug. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Don’t read too much into that. 
 
 Gustav manages to smile. 
 
13. Session Seventy-Two (or) Saint Anthony on the Las Vegas Strip 
 




Session 72. Begin. 
 
 Artaud’s Double makes a series of increasingly silly faces 
 The Doctor’s Assistant says nothing. 
 
Doctor Ferdière is very pleased with your recent trends towards proliferation. 
He is happy that you’re working so much. 
He hopes you might blow off steam (as they say) 
At the upcoming Bastile Day Mixer Dance 
We’re hosting two other sanatoriums from elsewhere in Aveyron 
A Drug Addict’s Clinic and one for Political Dissidents from Vichy 
A chance to (what does this say)  
kick back, relax, and dance away your cares 
Plus Ones are encouraged. 
Do you have a Plus One, Monsieur Artaud? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 




14.  It Would Be Nice 
 
 Art Time 
 An Orderly Takes Roll of the patients. 
 Artaud’s Double is drawing (furiously). 
 
ARTAUD 
They’re chipping away at us, that’s the move   AN ORDERLY 
Trying to work us into an emotional lather    Éluard ! 
No we’ll do better we won’t succumb     
(Do you hear buzzing are there flies in here?) 
         Battaile ! 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE not looking up 
Won’t succumb got it thumbs up.      
 
ARTAUD        Appolinaire ! 
All right, you must not 
Look at me when I’m talking to you      
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE      Bresson ! 
Why because I might forget you’re there? 
 
ARTAUD 
I’ll let that slide I know you’re priggish before breakfast  Jarry ! 
You must under no circumstances 
Allow yourself to crumble       
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To become sentimental      Barthelme ! 
To experience any (listen) any of the above: 
Catharsis 
Anagnorisis        Querelle de Brest ! 
Peripeteia 
(we’ll go over these later) 
For you are a thriving throbbing mortal [mental mantle] man 
And your psyche does not fall under their chapter headings  La Jeune-Parque ! 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I won’t. (I don’t know what that means but sure I won’t) 
 
ARTAUD 
Did you hear me just there?      Le Balcon!  
I was doing that thing you do all the time with the 
Jiminy fuck this place is getting to me 
Everyone else here is sick even the Well People are sick  Fleur-Du Mal ! 
Maybe they’re contagious       
 
 He swats a fly on his wrist.     Chien-Andalou ! 
 
















Of who, The Elephant Man? 
SORRY. I mean I’m not sorry I’m being cruel to be kind. 
You don’t have any feelings to hurt so (…) 
 
 Artaud’s Double gives a withering look but says nothing. 
 
We’re not moving forward as quickly as I’d hoped 
We’ve got to work harder. 
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 Artaud exits. 












I didn’t mean for it to be pretty. 
 
GUSTAV 
I like it. parts don’t fit together. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 






This is a tree. 
 
 A moment. Artaud’s Double Sighs a Great Sigh. 
 
Oh Gustav. 
It would be so nice if something made sense for a change. 
 
15. A Very Important Date 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
This is a Work in Progress. Showing. Presentation. 
There’s a glossary in the Director’s Note. 
[With no hostility] Fuck you for coming. 
I mean Thank You For Coming and please destroy the show 
 
 A Patient Playing Alice squirms orgiastically on the floor 
 Patients as The Jubjub Bird, The Mad Hatter (etc.) chant in tableau 
 The March Hare is late. 
 
THE MARCH HARE 
I’m late! I’m late! 
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A PATIENT PLAYING ALICE JUBJUB BIRD  MAD HATTER  
Alllliiiiiccceeeee   caca futra ça suffira  mai danba  
Allllllliiiiiccccceeeee   ça suffira caca futra  debi davida  
Alllllllllliiiiiiccccccceeeeee      imai davidu  
 
 The Doctor Interrupts. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Yes! Good! Thank you! 
That was.  
Hah, I’m (you know what I am?) I’m flummoxed 
Monsieur Artaud perhaps the Rodez Sanatorium Players might 
Well they might profit from an aesthetic change 
Back to more comfortable climes 
Chekhov, perchance! 
(Take Monsieur Artaud back to his room please) 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Wait no listen I can explain this I have notes newts nuts gnats nettles nets ANNOTATIONS for 
the the script look if you look at it I’ve written all the things it’s supposed to be about and you’re 
not supposed to like it anyway you’re just supposed to experience it it’s just supposed to happen 
to you and on you and in you and you’re supposed to have a WAIT LET ME EXPLAIN  
 
 Artaud’s Double is gagged and dragged off and plopped right into 
 
16. Session One Hundred and Eighty (or The Temptation of Saint Anthony) 
 
 The Doctor’s Assistant & Artaud’s Double. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Session One Hundred and Eighty (hmm). Begin. 
 
 A moment. 
 




I was up all night. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Watching the snow?  
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
No, not um. No. 
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THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
[With surprising vigor] Excited for the dance tonight? 
[Back to normal] Excuse me, I’m required to say this to all our patients in our meetings today 
With exactly that inflection 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I don’t know how to dance. 
He hasn’t taught me that yet. 
I mean I don’t know if he knows. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 






17. Ne Me Quitte Pas (Danser! Danser!) 
 
 THE BASTILLE DAY MIXER DANCE. 
 Patients dance. 
 The Doctor and The Doctor’s Assistant Dance 
 Artaud’s Double is a Wallflower 
 In the background, threaded with static 
 Plays a weird French pop song cover like (maybe) 
 Jinja Safari’s version of Francoise Hardy’s Le Temps d’Amour 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Cut loose, Monsieur Artaud, 
Here at Rodez we are not afraid to get jiggy with it. 
One of the heroin addicts from the clinic at Villeneuve 
Worked as a boom operator for Buñuel! 
I always loved that: boom operator 
Like: BOOM, but it’s been operated 
I’ll see if I can find him, you’ll get along famously! 
 
 Gustav. 
 He has a shoebox. 






 Gustav gives Artaud’s Double the Shoebox. 
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 Artaud’s Double opens the Shoebox. 
 




Do you know that this is a dead bird? 
It’s 
 
 Artaud’s Double smells the dead bird 
 






They’re not they’re um 
 
This is a thoughtful gift, Gustav. 
This means something to me 
I don’t know what exactly and if I told you 
You definitely wouldn’t understand 
But you’re having an effect on me and 
Thank you. 
 
 Gustav starts to move off. 
 
Hey. 






Oh me neither. 
Just do what I do and we’ll sorta wing it yeah? 
 
GUSTAV 
act like you 
doctors say you are a great person and and 
we should all be like you all act to be like you 
i do things to be like you but but but maybe not real things 
am i doing real things if i i i i just act like you (?) 
if i am too much you maybe i lose me somewhere 




 Artaud’s Double gives Gustav a little kiss. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
It really sucks being alive doesn’t it? 
 




Actually you didn’t show at all so you’re in a Mobius strip of lateness never being on time 
Can you hear me over the music why did it get louder right when I came in? 
KNOCK KNOCK HELLO 
Look at me when I’m talking to you 
 
GUSTAV 






You can’t pretend I’m not here you can’t act or dream me out of you 
Don’t do this to me remember your promise 
There is no one on this bleak stage but You and I but US 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 






No not you. Stay here. Lets’ just. 
Keep dancing, okay? 
 
ARTAUD 
Go fuck yourself. 
 
 Artaud storms out 
 Artaud’s Double lingers then 
 breaks from Gustav 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I have to go. 
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I don’t want to but 
 
 Artaud’s Double leaves the party. 
 The Doctor is chatting up Buñuel’s Boom Operator. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
I love that bit, you know the one 
With the razor slicing open the naked eye in Le Chien Andalou 
I wonder could you tell me what it meant? 
 
BUÑUEL’S BOOM OPERATOR super-cool 
Que? 
Yo no hablo francés 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Oh well I know a little espagnole. 
Que. Significa. Eso? 
 
BUÑUEL’S BOOM OPERATOR 
Significa nada. 
Eso es lo que dijo. Buñuel, El Director. 
Nada. Lo entiendes? 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Oui. C’est vrai. 
 
 
18.  Fuck Yourself  
 
 The Dance Music throbs in the distance 
 Artaud’s Double catches up with Artaud 
 Who is tearing up his papers in anguish 
 
ARTAUD 
If you came to apologize 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I didn’t.  
I’m not sorry. 
I’m sorry about some things but not 
 
 The two look at each other a moment. Artaud stops looking. 
 
ARTAUD 
Do you know when I walk in front of mirrors in here 
Glass windows with fogged up panes clear puddles after storms 
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I don’t see anything 
I’m like the fucking Nosferatu I don’t have any reflection 
I haven’t seen my own face on anything but a book jacket since we got here 
And you have no concept of what torture that is. 
You have to be in as much pain as I am or what is any of it worth? 
 
 Artaud’s Double sits with Artaud 
 Artaud’s Double faces Artaud. Focused. Unblinking. Present. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You look the same. 
Just older. 
What do I look like? 
 
ARTAUD 




I think I don’t want to be an artist anymore 
Can you teach me to be something else? 
Can you teach me what you remember about being a person being outside? 
What am I supposed to feel when bits of dry autumn leaves get caught in my hair 
I have no idea 
Have we ever just sat for a really long time looking at the sky without clouds 
And been afraid that gravity would reverse and we would shoot up into the daylight 
Have we ever just not cared when someone said something awful about us 
Or cared ten or a hundred times more than we should and known it? 






 Artaud’s Double hugs Artaud. A Strange Faraway Desperation. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Am I supposed to feel anything right now? 
I don’t know what any of the things inside us mean 
If you really know. Just tell me. 
What does it mean what am I supposed to feel when I say something like like 
I love you 
 
 A Moment. 
 They kiss (hard) and then again and again a few times and 
 A messy fucked-up sex scene is definitely about to happen 
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 Strange Rabid Bottomless Desire for the Self 
 Tearing at each other and then 
 
 Artaud shoves His Double off him. Violently. 
 
ARTAUD 
Maybe you think I’m cruel 
That’s all very well. I am. 
 
I’m not sorry. 
I’m sorry about some things but not 
Not this. 
 
20.  Чайка (chayka) 
 
 A Revival Performance of The Seagull 
 Gustav stands nervously with notecards 
 The Doctor stands nearby 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Thank you everyone for coming 
(I mean of course you had no other option but all the same) 
Take it away Gustav. 
 
GUSTAV 
i i i dont know doctor if i i i can  
 
THE DOCTOR 
Of course you can don’t um 
I’ll help 
(I’m just going to help him) 
 
 The Doctor reads over Gustav’s shoulder in a whisper (helping) 
 
GUSTAV 
Translating Chekhov is hard 
Russian is a language of large tears and few smiles 
My greatest discovery has been 
In Russian 
The title of the play by Chekhov is chayka 
Not The Seagull but just Seagull 
Lacking an Indefinite or a Definite Article 
Nina says she is chayka, Seagull 
But she does not know if she is the Seagull 
Or just a seagull 
She is not definite or indefinite 
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She is one of a million white birds on the shore 
Or she is one of a kind 
But there is no way for her to know 
 
This is my thesis in this production of Chekhov’s The Seagull 
If you try to find yourself yourself gets harder to find 
 
 The Doctor is done helping Gustav. 
 
sorry i i i got words wrong. thank you  
 
 The Play Begins (at the End) 
 It is fucking great. 
 
FIRST PATIENT [as Nina] 
I have to go. I have to go I have to go. 
 
SECOND PATIENT [as Konstantin] 
Nina. 
I cursed your name. 
I hate you. I tore your face from my mind. 
But really I’ve known every minute of my life that my heart was yours forever. 
I couldn’t stop loving you if I burned you out of me, I can’t do it. 
I cried for you, I howled in the night for you, I kissed the ground you walked on. 
I always see your face. 
That smile lit up the only happy moments of my life. 
 
FIRST PATIENT [as Nina] 
Why does he say those things about me? 
WHY DOES HE SAY THOSE THINGS ABOUT ME? 
 
SECOND PATIENT [as Konstantin] 
I’m alone without you. 
Stay here, Nina, I’m begging you. 
Or let me go with you. 
For god’s sake, NINA 
 
FIRST PATIENT [as Nina] 
My carriage awaits! 
Please don’t see me off I’ll find the way on my own. 
Why did you say that you kissed the ground I walk on? 
You should want me dead Kostya you should fucking kill me. 
God I’m so tired I’ll just—sit—rest—and— 
I am a seagull NO I am an actress an actress 
I am an actress. 
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They are caught in a beautiful, delicate embrace. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
What do you think, Monsieur Artaud. 
 




What do you think, Monsieur Artaud? 
Do you want to save them? 




Don’t you have any thoughts? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I think it’s fine. 
 
ARTAUD 
WE DO NOT THINK IT’S FINE 
FINE IS DEATH FINE IS THE END OF CIVILIZATION 
 
Tell them they are sick and there is a cure 
And the cure is tearing their rotting souls out of this grand illusion 
Not squealing deeper into it like pigs in the rut 
Tell them what we think 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I think they’re trying. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
They are, Monsieur Artaud. 
 
GUSTAV 






I’m just telling them what I 
 
 Artaud sticks his hand up His Double’s back 
 And suddenly has total unequivocal control 
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 Artaud’s Double is rigid with pain and speaks like broken glass 
 
ARTAUD / ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 




It means nothing. 
 
 Artaud’s Double breaks free pushes Artaud away 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE  
How did you 
How did you do 
 
 Orderlies take hold of Artaud’s Double, gag it again, and drag it away 
 
 The Patients are all crestfallen 
 Especially Gustav, who quietly leaves. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
[To The Patients] Don’t worry, it was. 
It was um. 
 
FIRST PATIENT 
should we should we should we doctor um should we 
Take A Bow? 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Whatever you rehearsed. Is fine. 
 
 The Patients don’t bow. The Doctor exits into 
 
21.  Eighteen Seconds 
 
The Electroshock Machine 
 
THE DOCTOR 
This will not be pleasant, Monsieur Artaud. 
I’m sorry 
It is however quite avant-garde 
Your mind is a very opal. 
The only way to liberate clarity from the morass 
is to (um) to galvanize 
to electrify 
as I suppose you have done all your life 
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It wasn’t me 
I didn’t do anything. 
 
Artaud’s Double is strapped to the Electroshock Machine 
 
A CHORUS OF NURSES 
The Machine’s design is to force a clonic seizure 
During which the body, uninhabited by the conscious mind, will be ragged and limp 
In the eighteen or so seconds of unconsciousness, a current of roughly 800 milli-amperes will 
be delivered through the electrodes into the body through the head 
The current will flow for about six seconds of the eighteen  
 
The Electroshock Machine is turned on 
 
A Chorus of Cruel Things 
And the Music of Quiet Thunder snapping in the mind 
 
Artaud’s Double writhes in horrible gut-wrenching agony 
This is awful, cruel, terrible, and goes on too long 





LET ME OUT 
 
22.  Artaud Tortured By Psychiatrists! 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Can you play those back to me please? 
 
CHORUS OF SOCIAL PROTEST 
Ferdière, guilty? 
A mediocre psychoanalyst quack! 
He tortures artists because he is tortured by art! 
Punish and reconvert the psychiatrists! 
All psychiatrists are demented, dangerous to themselves and others! 
O what a noble mind is here o’erthrown! 





They have to be patient 
Rome wasn’t built in a day 
 
23.  Session [Unknown] (or Saint Anthony’s Last Rites) 
 
 Artaud’s Double & The Doctor’s Assistant 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Session um. 
Session. 
Funny. I can’t actually seem to find. Where in the. 
Moving on then. 
Good morning Monsieur Artaud. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I thought it was. Closer to night. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
It’s morning. 
Monsieur Artaud after some deliberations with the staff 
We’ve determined to discontinue our diagnostic sessions 
The Electroshock Therapy precludes the accuracy of any psychoanalysis 





THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 





THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Doctor Ferdière is obliged to read the letters he’s been sending for you 
We’ve noted a fair surplus of vitriol regarding our recent methods at Rodez 
It seems you do not think highly of your caregivers, Monsieur Artaud. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I don’t always agree with what I think 
Write some of those letters real late. Late at night. 
The thoughts are um. Scrambled up, when it’s late. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 




Turn into what?  
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Funny. 
My children say I turn into the King of Cushions and Eiderdown 
(They tell me this is what happens but I mean I haven’t seen it) 
When I’m asleep I unconsciously gather everything on the bed around me 
A little parapet of pillows like a Medieval Castle. 
Of course I sleep quite well, generally.  
Not last night, I suppose. 
We had a. A passing. In the sanatorium. It was on my mind. 
Gustav Schoenberg, you recall him? 
Shattered a mirror in one of the open lavatories 
Used the glass to slit his wrists 
 
 Artaud’s Double hears this in a strange way 





THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
He’s doing (had been doing) well, more’s the pity. 
I wondered, while not sleeping, if perhaps 
His self-destruction was not the natural end of a fatal madness 
But a side effect of his slow return to reason 
Signs of recognition in him, he was coming to see that 
As a mental case, he was a Triumph 
But as a human being, he would be merely Normal 
Which is never quite enough 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Do you think 
Do you think it had. Something to do with. 
What I said. Maybe. At the performance? 
Or just, just me in general. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT not in a cruel way 
It’s likely, yes. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Why would you tell me that? 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
You asked. 
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It’s simply the truth. There are many factors. 
There is a service in the courtyard at three, supposed to be sunny. 
 





24. Fragments of Heaven 
 
 Gustav’s Funeral. Mourners. Kaddish hums beneath things, like a low current. 
 
ARTAUD 
What’s going on? 
It’s all fucking buzzing and flies to me all right you have to 
Tell me, slowly, for god’s sake, what is happening.  
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
A patient offed himself I guess. 
 
ARTAUD 
“You guess” you know don’t lie to me 
Please don’t lie to me 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
He’s just a dead guy, what’s it matter to you? 
 
ARTAUD 
I’m not an idiot I’m not blind even now 
Something’s happening to you  
and it crawls through me like locusts 
Are you sad about this? 
Who died?—it doesn’t matter—someone—tell me later 
No it matters to you tell me now. 
Do you think I have no heart? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I’ve been looking for it. 
If you don’t have on does that mean I don’t have one? 
I really thought I did 
 
 The Mourners depart in silence. 
 Artaud’s Double is perhaps trying not to cry. 
 
ARTAUD 
There’s no use crying over a spilled soul 
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A single forgettable death is the least awful thing about this brutal cosmos 
He’s just one more dead bird in the bush 
 
Look at me. 
Look at yourself. 






Maybe you are. 
 
 A moment. Artaud caves a little. 
 
ARTAUD 
What do you want me to do? 
What should I do to make you feel better right now? 
I’ve never cared about caring before in my LIFE so 




Could I have um. 
Could I have some time alone? 
Just me just. Myself here. 
Time to reflect. 
 
 Artaud coils and skitters, more like a spider than a man 
 But he says, with as much kindness as he can muster 
 
ARTAUD 
I’m close to it you know just a bit longer 
We are. Close. 
something that ascends  
It is about everything and requires nothing 
It’s going to be the best thing I or anyone has ever done, ever. 
 
I’m working on it. 
 
 Artaud exits. 
 
 Artaud’s Double waits just long enough 
 Then 
 Makes a Scene for Itself 
 Rashly scratching it out on a sign and holding it up and it says 
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25.  He Wasn’t Entirely Himself 
 
 The Doctor, an overcoat and umbrella, dressed for the theatre 
 Hurries in. 
 It’s night. Very late. And it’s raining. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Am I late? I’m late, excuse me, you must have been waiting 
My wife and I were at the opera earlier. Lucia di Lammermoor, it’s a peach. 
Not a peach in the way you’d say, well, that’s a peach 
 
[slight turn] I have to admit I’m surprised 
You so seldom ask to speak to me directly anymore 
I confess I’ve come to feel like rather a faceless autocrat 





I know you’re trying. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Not quite enough to try in this field, is it? 
They don’t dole out fellowships for taking a stab at curing polio 
Pardon me, there was.  
Certainly a twinge of passive aggression there 
Bad Doctor. 
Tangent Over:  
what did you wish to speak with me about, Monsieur Artaud? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 




Do you want to talk about the. 
The war? Which I hear is, you know, going. All over the place. 
You’ve expressed very little interest in this subject in your letters 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Do you read all my letters? 
 
THE DOCTOR 




What do they say? 
 
THE DOCTOR with slight but real anger 
I would appreciate it if you wouldn’t mock me, Monsieur Artaud 
I will gladly return to my wife and my children and my bed and my breakfast and my books and 
my taxes and my trousers and my hopes and my regrets and my lungs and my liver and my 
disgrace and my failure and my 
My 
 
 He takes a moment to regroup. 
 
Oh my  
I need some coffee what time is it (espresso maybe)? 
 
 Another moment. 
 
So how have you been? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I don’t know. 
I don’t really know. Anything about how I am. 
Does anything in my letters say how I’m doing? 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Please Monsieur Artaud I asked you not to 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Don’t call me that. 
 
THE DOCTOR slight venom 
What would you prefer me to call you Monsieur Artaud? 
How would you prefer me to LIE to you Monsieur Artaud 
About who you are? 
 
 Artaud’s Double is grasping something (what? what?) 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE  
I’m not him. It’s not a lie I’m really not him it’s too 
 
THE DOCTOR 
It’s two in the morning let’s not play the Mystery Pronoun Game right now 
Who is ‘him’ Monsieur 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Artaud. He and I are 
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 Suddenly, The Doctor is full of wrath, barely able to contain his fury 
 
THE DOCTOR  
Stop this. 
Monsieur Artaud is this another of your performances please? 
Another theatrical attempt to subvert reality to deconstruct the clichés of God’s creation? 
You are Antonin Artaud Monsieur Artaud 
indeed there is no other name that circles over me nightly each letter like a serif-font vulture 
because your name is the name of an Artist of a Genius FAR BETTER THAN ME 
Artaud [our toe our town art oh art toe toad told tome toll tone NO] 
I know who I am to you Monsieur Artaud 
Just the underpaid idiot who moves the set for the scenes in your life 
But I can’t help you no one can help you no one on this godweary planet and why? 


















ARTAUD’S DOUBLE almost in tears 
Whatever cut us apart didn’t finish the job 
Not completely 
It left (I can feel this) tautness this strain 
I just want someone to cut it 
I want to float off into feathers and fear and failure and flight 
and never crawl back to him never need him again 
I want him to look down on me from way up high 
And say in some god some terrible voice louder than every child on earth crying  
I banish you  
whoever you are  
whatever you will be 
I exile you from my work and my life and my skin and my soul 
And I would go I would 
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I would leave 
I would be so happy 
I don’t want be him anymore 
I want to be me 





Are you having a cathartic moment? 
Are you having a breakthrough, Monsieur Artaud? 
(oh I’m sorry I didn’t—) 
 
 Artaud’s Double screams 
 Artaud’s Double bursts into tears and cries and gasps and roars 
 The Doctor leaps to The Double 
 Embraces it, holds it tight, pulls it close 
 
No no no I’m sorry forgive me pardon me 
You had a breakthrough you’re breaking through you’re cracking the shell 
 
SOMEONE 
SOMEONE COME IN HERE I NEED TO (um) 
 
IS THERE ANYONE IN THIS DAMNED PLACE? 
 
 The Doctor’s Assistant appears out of thin air (huh?) 
 




Arrange a (oh what should we arrange) 
A Press Junket, or, um, a Medical Conference 
[Madrigal Confluence Magic Circumference] 
NO (um) just 
Staff meeting, tomorrow afternoon 
The patient has an announcement regarding (um) shall we say 
Certain epiphanies about his personal mental health 
Which Doctor Ferdière believes will be illuminating 
(I don’t know why I referred to myself in the third person there) 
Anyway can we do all that? 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
I’ll draft a telegram to wire, Doctor. 
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 The Doctor’s Assistant Exits 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Don’t be afraid. 
What you just told me. 
You will tell the world 
They will understand what’s happened here in Rodez 
They will understand you perfectly 
SCENE CHANGE (!) 
 
 The Doctor’s Assistant scrambles for a sign that says 
 
26.  Catharsis (κάθαρσις) 
 
 Orderlies wash Artaud’s Double tenderly 
 Remove its hospital clothes and attempt to dress it in Formal Attire 
 A shirt a tie a jacket trousers shoes (nothing should fit) 
  
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
The Doctor is preparing a short encomium  
to precede your presentation 
Apparently a slideshow is involved which 
I’ve recommended against,  
but he has a mania for them, you know 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Is there a mirror in here? 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Right in front of you. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Is that what I look like when I smile? 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Yes. Most days. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I feel like that’s not what it’s supposed to look like 
I’ve just been doing what other people do 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
Well, we all have to take after someone. 
I’ve been working on mine. 
 
 The Doctor’s Assistant smiles. It’s in the ballpark. 
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Yay or nay? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
It looks right. 
 
THE DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 
About eighteen minutes and then we’re going to start. 
 
 The Doctor’s Assistant exits. The Orderlies exit. 
 Artaud’s Double looks at The Audience for a bit. 
 As if The Audience is A Mirror. 
 It enjoys having hands. A face. Life. 
 
 Enter Artaud, holding a lot of papers. 
 
ARTAUD 
I woke up. 
I was asleep. I haven’t slept in years, have I? 
And when I finally manage it 
I wake up alone. 
What’s going on? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
It’s a shame you missed the last bit 
Lot of stuff happened in it, really important character development 
 
ARTAUD 
Don’t stop there. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I’m going to tell everyone about us 
About You and about Me and about 
Us not being an Us but being a You and a Me 
I’m just 
I’m really tired so 
That’s what I’m doing. 
 






I did think that I would consult you I guess 
But you’ve been busy and 
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I didn’t want to bother you. 
 
ARTAUD 
You can’t do this right now I need  
I need a few more years 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
A few more years for what? 
 
ARTAUD 
Everyone out all right I need 
We need some time to sort this out 
 
 Everyone else who might be onstage leaves. 
 
I wish I could apologize to you do you understand? 
But that would compound my failure that would multiply it by its own miscarriage 
And I don’t want Sympathy I want Reality and 
In order to sculpt that that identical twin of life I 
Yes 
I have lied to you by neglect and for that 






Yes. I am, in fact. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
No I wasn’t repeating what you were saying 
Sorry, as in, what the fuck are you — 
 
ARTAUD 
You suffer from a delusion  
A dilution of the facts 
Which I suppose I allowed, provoked even, and never corrected 
You’re not Me.  
That’s quite true. 
I  
created You (I suppose) 
 
You’re not really a shard of my essence or anything like that 
You’re more of a (what should I say) 
An installation piece I’ve been developing 






 Sign: ARTAUD’S DOUBLE HAS AN AWFUL REALIZATION 
 Artaud’s Double has an awful realization 
 







If you tell them about us it’s not me who’ll be evicted from this divided house 
It’s you. 
And I will settle back into the Self that you’ve kept warm for a few years 
And you’ll be crammed in some green glass jar to rot 
But I’ve kept you alive this long and I would be glad to keep doing so 
 
I have such great affection for you I wish . . . 
 
For your own good, please don’t tell them anything. 
Stay here 
Stay with me 
 
 He holds His Double and says (with no Truth in it) 
 
I love you (?) 
 
 Artaud’s Double spits in Artaud’s face. Rage is an understatement. 
 
Worth trying. 





Am I late? I’m late, excuse me, you must have been waiting 
My wife and I were at the opera earlier. Lucia di Lammermoor, it’s a peach. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
What is this? What happened? 
 
THE DOCTOR 
After the opera? Well, my wife and I 
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I don’t know, this is somewhat personal but opera always makes Helene get a little 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
He did this. He’s doing it right now. 
 
THE DOCTOR 




You’re breaking the rules he’s breaking the rules. 
 
ARTAUD 
All right I’m sorry you weren’t prepared that time. 
Let’s try that again. 
 
 he holds up the same sign for 
 
25 [again again] 
 
THE DOCTOR 
My wife and I were at the opera earlier. Lucia di Lammermoor, it’s a peach. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You’re not allowed to do this. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
We go see operas all the time! We saw Idomeneo last month, I didn’t love it 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
You can’t do this to me anymore 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Your treatment, Monsieur Artaud? We can’t stop treating you until the treatment has some effect 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
DON’T CALL ME THAT 
 
ARTAUD 
Fine, do you want to jump back a little? 
There has to be one of these that you liked we can just head back to that point 
We’ll work this out. The Two of Us. 
 




Session 1. Begin. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Get the fuck off the stage. 
 
 Artaud’s Double begins to fucking destroy the set. 
 The Doctor’s Assistant is nonplussed. 
 
DOCTOR’S ASSISTANT 








 The Scene Stops 
 The Play (sorta) Stops Too 
 
 Artaud’s Double searches for a way to escape 
 The Audience (!) It bolts at them in uncut desperation like a lit flame 
 Artaud stops it by rebuilding the Fourth Wall very fast 
 Artaud’s Double is thrown to the floor in anguish, wrenched and ruined 
 
ARTAUD 
Don’t look at them. 
They’re not here to bail us out of this. 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Please. Let me out. 
 
ARTAUD 
I had no desire for this.  
Yes it’s true my intention was always for you to suffer for you to 
Feel this way, I suppose 
But you weren’t supposed to figure this out before I figured out you. 
And I know oh god I know how painful it must be to know 
That you’re just a lie I’m still learning how to tell 
 
I have control over almost nothing 
not the eyes through which I am seen,  
not the ears through which my voice is heard 




Then get us out of here. 
 
ARTAUD on the spot 
I 
You know I 
You know that I can’t do 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
If you’re god and I know you think you are you want to be 
Even just of me of this place of this space 
Get us out of here get us away from these people and their fucking eyes get us out 
 
ARTAUD 
I’ve found that even a god has certain 
Dramaturgical Limitations. 
The main one being that he can’t escape the world he creates 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Then I’ll leave.  
Without You WITHOUT YOU 
I’ll set fire to the walls and  
I’ll hang your body from the rafters and laugh and laugh at you as it chokes 
I’ll I’ll 
I I I I I 
 
 Artaud’s Double looks for a way out ANY way out anything at all 
 Maybe tries to kill itself maybe tries to tear out its own throat or 
 Dash its head against the floor or the wall or impale itself on its own pain but 
 
 Artaud Snaps His Fingers and 
 Artaud’s Double collapses 
 Into the ready arms of Artaud who 
 Like a father familiar with misery, offers practiced comfort 
 
ARTAUD 
Life is awful, isn’t it? 
It should be on a neon placard they dangle in front of cervical canals 
Let it be the first thing children see so they can decide if they wanna slide back in  
I honestly don’t know how people don’t just explode left and right 
Bursting at the seams with all the things they aren’t. 
 
But I’m sorry I couldn’t make something kinder for you. 
Just this copy of an Ugly World 
I tried, though. I did. 
 
This is the best I can do right now. 
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 They both breathe.  
 They both are still, and then 
 Artaud gathers up Every Sign From Every Scene In The Play 
 He offers them to His Double 
 
Where do you want to go from? You choose. 
 
 Silence. 
 The Double goes through them to the bottom of the pile 
 And hands back one of the scenes 
 
This is a few scenes ahead. 
I don’t know if 
No you’re right that’s very unconventional 
Oh but I do like the joke here, but 
Yes.  
Yes, we can do this. 
 
30. To Have Done With The Judgment Of 
  
 The Doctor & The Doctor’s Assistant appear 
 
THE DOCTOR 
I have a good feeling about today, Monsieur Artaud! 
Oh well I fancy I say that every day but, it’s the honest-to-god truth 
Today feels Special. 
 
 The Nurses prepare Artaud’s Double for electroshock. 
 
I’ve been fielding dispatches from a group of your friends 
Inquiring after the possibility of your transfer to a less intensive clinic 
They’ve even begun fundraising to finance your on-site living expenses. 
I hope you are glad to know you are still loved, Monsieur Artaud 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
I am glad, thank you. 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Let’s get to work. 
 
 The Machine begins. 
 Artaud waits a moment (as if by obligation) 




There will be. 
Other opportunities. 
To get this right. To work on this. 
It wasn’t perfect no but there were. 
There were moments. 
 
Well let’s be trite and do the Epilogue here then 
       THE DOCTOR 
If you would like to know what happens   What’s happening? 
I can just tell you 
I’ll keep it quick and, facts and things,   CHORUS OF NURSES 
I will be released from Rodez in 1946,   seizure strength is increasing Doctor 
which is roughly where we are now.   we have to administer an anticonvulsant 
In 1948, at 52,      the patient is seizing critically there could be 
I will be found dead      serious trauma to the spine of the brain 
in an unheated room outside of Paris   could be dormant meningeal symptoms 
haggard, hollow,      or entirely psychogenic we could 
ravaged by cancer of the rectum,    induce a coma 
which is so appropriate isn’t it?   stymie the attack before it kills the patient 
and       or worse 
Wait what’s. what’s happening? 
 
 Artaud’s Double gets off The Machine 
 And walks over to Artaud, with joy and certainty. 
 
ARTAUD 
What are you doing? 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Just a little something I’ve been working on. 
 
 Music. 
 Time Slows. 
 Everyone stops what they are doing and 
 Turns to listen. Helps, somehow. Is present. 
 
There was a beach. The sand, cold on the skin behind my knees, my palms 
There was a bird, maybe a gull, a gannet, a swan, a skimmer, I don’t know 
Too far and too white for me to tell 
And there, alone in the sky just as the blue was thawing into orange dusk 
The bird tumbled a circus performer on wires I couldn’t see, cried out 
And plunged headfirst into the sea 
Nothing caused its death, but it had died 
 
And I thought for a second, how soon would the universe forget that white bird 
And I thought for another moment 
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Maybe that was what killed you 
Did a callous god give you a human brain for a day 
And suddenly you realized you were just a bird 
You’ll never write books, you’ll never crown kings, never fall in love 
 
Was it too much for you? Being so fucking small? 
 
I think I am more amazed. More scared even, 
That not everyone in the world has gone totally mad 
Simply because the sky is so big 
And the sea is so deep. 
 
Oh, a cormorant. It might’ve been a cormorant, you know? 
Have you ever seen one of those? 
Well, anyway. 
 
(Gustav, the sign!) 
 
 Sign: ARTAUD’S DOUBLE TAKES ITS FINAL BOW 
 
 Artaud’s Double goes to the door 
 The Door of the Theatre, or ideally any door 
 That involves leaving through the audience and making a Big Door Noise 
  







 The sound of a record skipping, maybe, and 
 Artaud is grasped by a sudden reeling pain in his heart (there it is!) 
 He falls, pants, tries to breathe, can’t 
 
CHORUS OF NURSES 
The heart rate has stabilized doctor 
 
THE DOCTOR 
Had me going for a short sharp shock there didn’t you? 
 
Are you in there? 
Can you understand my words Monsieur Artaud 
(ugh fingers crossed there’s no long-term intracranial damage) 
If my words are affecting you Monsieur Artaud please react in some way 
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Tell me your name so I know it’s still the Real You in there 
Who are you, Monsieur Artaud? 





I can answer because. 
I am him. 
I am me. 
I am Artaud. 
Aren’t I (?) 
 
 THE PLAY IS OVER (sign) 
 everyone comes out from the wings or their chairs or wherever 
 
ARTAUD 
Good, that was good, that was very good everyone. 
Lots to work from work with lots of ideas lots of juice in that 
I think I know the parts I have to take back to the drawing board 
But I uh. I welcome everyone’s suggestions of course. 
Is everyone back is everyone um. Is everybody here? 
I do (maybe) want to go back and touch the dance scene again 
Just very very briefly, uno mas, I swear 
 
 Artaud’s Double has reentered and is taking off its costume, a bit tired 
 
Hey. Great job today [tonight]. Finding lots of real, um, lots of 
Really finding the the the (what?) the truth in the thing all right? 
I know there’s a lot of contrivance and I mean 
What is any of it about anyway? 
But I’m glad you’re doing it 
You’re right for it 
Really 
 
 Artaud’s Double Smiles and says 
 
ARTAUD’S DOUBLE 
Should we practice the bow? Before we go back the beginning? 
 
ARTAUD 
Oh I don’t know if we’re going to.  
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I mean I don’t love The Bow Thing in shows I 
 
But, yes, of course, sure.  
You wanted to rehearse it so 
Let’s have everyone stand um.  
You stand in front (or the middle, I guess) 
Can we fit everyone in one line? 
(don’t hold hands we didn’t just do Our Town) 
Okay this is good but can we just 
Move you. Over to here?  
Just a bit and. 
Perfect. 
This is perfect. 
 
And. End of Play. 
 
 End of Play  (really) 
